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PROBLEMS A N D USES O F N A T I O N A L
WEALTH ESTIMATES I N L A T I N A M E R I C A
By Alexander Ganz
United Nations Economic Commissionfor Latin Americaz
I. R O L E A N D IMPORTANCE OF ESTIMATES O F NATIONAL
WEALTH I N LATIN AMERICA

INVESTMENT
and capital accumulation are the main basis for
economic development. In under-developed Latin American
countries, whose main preoccupation is the acceleration of
growth inper capita product and the narrowing of the gap in the
standard of living of Latin America and the advanced industrialized countries, the study of capital formation, capital accumulation, investment needs, the role of foreign capital and the use of
investment resources has been undoubtedly the most important
economic theme of concern to government economic policy,
academic study, as well as the work of international organizations such as ECLA.
In contrast with industrialized countries, where labour scarcity may be the most important factor limiting growth, in underdeveloped Latin American countries the shortage of capital in
relation to development needs, the low level of capital per
worker, as well as the problem of allocation of investment resources, are the most important limiting factors. The urgency of
this question may be said to have come on the scene in full force
in Latin America in the 1930s, coincident with the decline of
world demand and prices for primary materials, and the decline
in foreign investment. These factors had the effect of loosening
ties with industrial countries and encouraging a change in the
direction of resources. The fall in foreign exchange resources
available for imports, and the corollary de facto protection of
domestic manufacturing industry fostered the development of
the Latin American industrial entrepreneur. Programmes of investment in basic social capital by Latin American Governments,
as part of a newly developed counter-cyclical policy, enhanced
growth and demand, and facilitated the development of industry.

' It should be noted that while this paper has been prepared on the basis of
studies of the Economic Commission for Latin America (in which the author of
this paper participated actively), the responsibility for the opinions expressed is
exclusively that of the author.
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While the beginnings of industrial growth and the acquisition
of capital goods had occurred in the 1920s and even earlier in
some countries, the dominance of export products in the shaping
of economic policy, and the prevalence of low tariffs and a wideopen policy on imports, meant that domestic industry had a very
difficult competitive position, the degree of utilization of industrial capital was low, and incentives and resources for industrial development were few. The world economic crisis of the
1930s was accompanied almost everywhere in Latin America by
a change in governments, where exporter and foreign investment
interests (geared to export of primary materials) were supplanted
by domestic industrial entrepreneur and popular interests committed to fostering industrial development, protecting domestic
industry, and expanding basic social capital in road transport,
electric power and health, education and sanitation services,
necessary for industrial development. This phase of economic
growth relied heavily on the more intensive utilization of existing
capital resources in manufacturing.
During World War 11, Latin America was cut off from the
traditional suppliers of manufactured goods and capital goods,
at the same time that it became an expanded supplier of food
and raw materials. Domestic manufacturing industry received a
very strong stimulus, both in production of goods traditionally
imported and in response to the expanded domestic demand
arising from the expanded national income and its more equal
distribution. Productive capacity was used very intensively.
Machinery and equipment continued to be used for periods substantially beyond the usual estimated period of useful life. Internal relative price trends favoured manufacturing industry in
this period as well as in the earlier period.
The accumulation of foreign-exchange resources, which could
not be spent during the war, and the early post-war favourable
trend in the terms of trade of exports, together with an exchangecontrol policy which favoured imports of capital goods and raw
materials and intermediate products for industry, made possible
a phenomenal era of investment in manufacturing industry in
the early post-war years, Governments adopted economic development programmes geared to facilitate the expansion of
manufacturing industry, including basic industries, such as iron
and steel, chemicals, petroleum, machinery and equipment, as
well as food processing and clothing.
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With industrial development, investment and capital accumulation, and a relative transfer of man-power from primarymaterials production activities to manufacturing, construction,
transport, electricity, and communications services, as well as
trade, government, professional and personal services, productivity (gross product per worker) and per capita product increased. The increase inper capita product was accompanied by
an improvement in the equality of distribution of income arising
from the relative shift of man-power, capital, and production to
manufacturing and service activities. This expansion in per
capita income and improvement in its distribution created a new
and expanded level of domestic demand, fundamentally different from that existing heretofore. For the first time, a considerable number of Latin American countries had a sizeable domestic market. Increasingly, production has been geared to the
domestic market. At the average per capita product level of
$300, prevailing in 1956, the income elasticity of demand for
food is already declining and that for manufactures and services
is increasing. Thus, this growth in productivity and income has
meant an accelerated demand for manufactures and services.
One of the most striking effects has been the basic difference in
the orientation of foreign capital in the post-war period; apart
from unique cases, such as Venezuela and Peru, foreign capital
is increasingly dedicated to manufacturing production for the
domestic market as a means of obtaining access to a market
within a tariff wall. The change in orientation of foreign capital
from the production and export of primary materials to manufacturing for the local domestic market has meant that foreign
capital has a greater and more fundamental interest in the expansion of the Latin American domestic market.
While the post-war years have represented a period of intense investment in manufacturing activity, not only to replace
out-worn equipment, but to expand manufacturing capacity,
investment in basic social capital in transport and energy lagged
behind the rapidly growing demand and needs.
The rate of government investment in basic social capital in
transport and energy, as well as in autonomous or mixed enterprises, has declined, partly as a consequence of the expanding
burden of subsidiesand transfer payments ongovernmentrevenue
resources, whose elasticity of growth was adversely affected
by price inflation. In the earlier post-war years government
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economic policy, almost everywhere in Latin America, was
committed to fostering industrialization and economic development, and ambitious investment programmes were adopted,
financed in part by an implicit export tax deriving from exchange-control policy. This was feasible because of the post-war
improvement in export terms of trade. Since 1950, the decline in
export terms of trade and currency devaluation required to
maintain production incentives for export products, and to price
exports competitively in the world market, not only nullsed indirect export taxes as a revenue source, but, in important instances, required the subsidizatioii of exports. This became a
serious drain on public revenues, especially in those countries
which attempted to maintain a subsidized exchange rate for imports of industrial intermediate products and capital goods. At
the same time, government transport and electric enterprises,
with low, fixed rates, were adversely affected by post-war price
intlation, which affected costs of operation, and which outran
the tardy adjustment of utility rates. Operating deficits of
government enterprises became an expanding charge on public
revenues. Social-security programmes, adopted in the 1930s and
early 1940s, without proper investment of contributions in inflation-proof assets, and without adequate actuarial estimation
of benefit payments, are absorbing an expanding share of public
revenue. Military expenditures expanded sharply with the adoption of 'continental defense' programmes after 1948, and have
become an especially voracious consumer of public revenues.
The consequent decline in the rate of public investment has
meant an increasing shortage of basic social capital in transport
and energy, and this has recently become an important limiting
factor in industrial development and the growth of industrial
production.
While private foreign investment flowed readily into manufacturing enterprises, in which the rate of return compared more
than favourably with that in industrialized countries, virtually
no new foreign capital has gone into private electric-power production or railroad transport, since the traditional rate fixing
in these activities concerned with the public interest precludes
rates of return attractive to private foreign investment. Public
international capital has filled a small part of the gap, especially
in financing the equipment of electric power stations and the
re-equipment of railroads.
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The shortage o f public investment in basic social capital has
been further aggravated, in some important notable instances,
by a misdirection o f public investment resources. The backlog o f
needs for basic social capital, accumulated from the foreignexchange shortage era o f the 1930s and the cutting-offo f imports
during the war, were generally underestimated, and the series o f
present and prospective shortages was not well appreciated.
This may be understandable, since the shortages themselves are
a function o f industrialization, economic growth and improvement in the standard o f living, which are accompanied by an
even more rapid growth in the need and demand for transport
and energy. In addition, the basic social changes which have
accompanied industrialization and the expansion o f per capita
income, especially urban growth, together with the shift in the
centre o f political power, added an element o f urgency in the reduction o f the backlog o f social needs for hospitals, schools,
water-works, housing, street paving, recreation facilities. Consequently, public investment resources were not always directed
to economic projects having the first order o f priority.
The shortage o f basic social capital and the misdirection o f
public investment resources points vividly to the urgent need for
a more complete and adequate information and analysis o f
capital formation, capital accumulation, the use o f investment
resources and their effect on growth and productivity i f Latin
American countries are to accomplish their goals o f accelerated
growth and expansion in per capita income. Such basic information is presently needed as a guide to economic policy, including
questions o f utilization o f capital resources, needs for basic
social capital, the degree o f utilization o f capital resources, productivity implications o f alternative uses, role o f foreign capital,
capital needs and import limitations. In the work o f ECLA, the
stidy o f investment gnd capital has proven to be useful in the
analysis o f the incidence o f Government economic policy.
It should also be noted that Latin America has a significant
saving and investment capacity, associated with its average per
capita product o f 3300, in comparison with less than $100 for
South-East Asia. Given optimum utilization o f these resources,
together with a margin o f foreign capital that may be expected
to be attracted t o a developing and expanding market, the
attainment o f a satisfactory rate o f growth is a real possibility.
Latin America today has an urgent need for good statistics on
ALEXANDER GANZ
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capital formation and the stock of capital. Where such adequate
statistics have been developed, they have been immensely useful
in the analysis of problems of economic development and as a
guide to government investment policy, as will be shown,
Nevertheless, the development of adequate statistics in this field
has lagged behind needs. The consequent improvisation has led
to some basic and costly errors of economic policy, as will be
indicated.
Because of the importance of basic information on the stock
of capital, the Economic Commission for Latin America has
long been interested in estimating and analysing the stock of
capital, and has long encouraged and aided work in this field in
Latin America?
In this paper, an attempt will be made to draw upon this experience to discuss:
(1) some significant conclusions based on the analysis of estimates of the stock of capital in some Latin American
countries and in the region as a whole;
(2) problems of data, concept and method in the estimation of
the stock of capital in Latin America;
(3) an evaluation of work done in the field of national-wealth
estimation and analysis in Latin America.
11. SOME SIGNIFICANT CONCLUSIONS BASED ON THE
ANALYSIS OF THE STOCK OF C A P I T A L I N SOME L A T I N
A M E R I C A N COUNTRIES AND I N THE REGION AS A WHOLE

In the preceding section of this paper the role of investment
and capital in the economic growth and structural change of
Latin American economies in the last quarter century were dis'See Economic Sruvey of Latin America, 1951-52, 1953, 1954, 1955, 1956,
United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America, Santiago, Chile;
Analysis and Projectio~isof Eco~fon~ic
Developmozf: I. An Introdr,ction to flte
Techtriaue o f Prozranzmi~fz:11. The Eco,zornic Develo~mento f BmziI: 111. Tlie
Econoiic D~velo~nre~it
of ~olombia;IV. The Eco,rorni~~evel&n,enf
of Argenlina
(unpublished); United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America,
Santiago, Chile. FixedRepeodrrcible Capitalin Argentina, 1935-55, ManuelBalboa
and Alberto Fracchia. Argentine Government. Uniled Nations Joint Studv
Group, United ~ a t i o n ~c&omic
b
Commission for Latin America. External ~ i i r,r,rcili&iro,z nntl rbr Econo,r,ic Ddtrlop,,,c,tl of Lnliu A,rm ico; TI,? CU.TL,
of htc.vim,
Uniied Nations Econoniic Commission for Latin Amrrtca, M r ~ u oCiiy; Titr
Role o f Ecor!u,,,ic Smrirricr it, rlze i;u,n?!rlono!,o f Eco,,o,,~ic I)evcloo,,,enr Proai'ar~rs..oaoer oresented at the 111 ~ n t e r - ~ m e r i cStatistical
ai
~onfe<ence.Ouitindinhi, Petropolis, Brazil, June 1955, by the United Nations Economic Cbmmission for Latin America; Sekctive Expansion of Agricultm.ol Production in
Latin Anrerica and its Relatio,rsltip to Economic Developmne,rt, United Nations
Economic Commission for Latin America, Santiago, Chile.
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cussed. It was noted that the world economic crisis indirectly
fostered Latin American industrialization through the loosening of foreign-trade and investment ties, decline in internal relative prices and relative importance of the primary materials export sectors, the protection of domestic industry, and the dedication of public economic policy and investment to industrialization, economic development, and the expansion of basic social
capital. While the decline in export earnings and the terms of
trade adversely affected capital-goods imports in the 1930s,
tariff protection of domestic industry made it possible to use
more intensively and more efficiently the industrial production
capacity created in the 1920s and earlier. It was seen how World
War 11, and the cutting off of Latin America from traditional
sources of import supply, together with the increase and more
equal distribution of income which accompanied the structural
change of the 1930s, had the effect of further stimulating industrial production and the more intensive use of industrial
capacity, as well as basic social capital in electricity and transport. The use of war-accumulated export earnings and the postwar favourable export terms of trade to create a phenomenal era
of investment in manufacturing industry, and to finance econonlic development programmes, was noted. The recent decline
in the rate of public investment, parallel with the increasing
shortage of basic capital in electricity and transport, and the
restrictive effect on industrial production and economic growth,
was seen. The increasingly serious problem of adequate and
appropriate direction of public investment resources was
touched on.
Attention will now be given to the presentation of some significant conclusions based on the analysis of estimates of the stock
of capital in some Latin American countries and in the region as
a whole.
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1. Long-term increase in the productivity of capital, and change in
economic structure of the labour force, capital, andproduction
The analysis of estimates of the stock of capital and capital
formation in Latin American countries on the threshold of
economic development and industrialization gives a basic insight to the understanding of the processes and patterns of economic development and economic growth. New long-term
economic time series for Latin American countries, including
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TABLE I

Gross Product, Fixed Reproducible Capital (at Depreciated
Replacement Cost), and the Product-Capital Ratio in Latin
America, 1925-56
(Millions of dollars at 1950 prices)

1

Gross
Domestic
Product

I

Fixed
Reproducible
Capital

ProductCapital
Ratio

Economic Survey of Latin America, 1951-52,1954,1956, Unjted Nations
Economic Commission for Latin America. Santiago. Chlle: Analvsis
and Projections of Ecorronric Developmentj I . An iniroduction ro~tlze
Tec/tuiquc of Pru~ranz,,,i,,y:1 1 . 7 1 ~co,~o,,zic
~
De~elop,~zorr
of Broril:
Ill. 7 1 E
~C ~ , ! O ~D!CCI C J ~ U of
~,~
CoIo~,,bi~;
I ~ J I I 1V. TIE LCOIIOIII~C
De,eloante,,l ofArce,#ri,ru(unnublishcd). Unltcd Nalions Economic Dcveldoment $01 iatin ~ m & i c a ,~ a d a ~ Chile.
o,
Fixed Reproducible

Economic ~nmmissidnfor iti in America, ~ e x i c oCity,
Nore; In some cdses, previously published series have been up-dnred and revised.
and new unpublished serjrs have been used. For reicrence to concept and
methods, see Parls I11 2nd I V olthis Study.
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TABLE I1

Gross Product, Fixed Reproducible Capital, a n d the ProductCa~italRatio in Latin America a n d Five Selected Countries,
1925-55
(Millions of dollars at 1950 prices)
Fiveyear
pefiOds

Annual Averages

9
America

1925-29
1930-34
1935-39
1940-44
1945-49
1950-54
1955

17,374
17,758
22,258
26,462
34,368
43,211
49,324

1925-29
1930-34
1935-39
194044
194549
1950-54
1955

59,761
67,395
71,944
78,357
88,213
108,851
122,030

A. Gross Predict
5,485
4,540
5,277
4,898
6,310
6,128
7,287
7,198
9,049
8,598
10,024
11,337
10,916
13,167

932
921
1,155
1,372
1,678
1,998
2,142

B. Fixed Reproducible Capital
22,267
11,505
12,364
2,310
25,440
2,458
26,345
13,848
2,626
27,481
15,841
2,920
29,835
18,096
34,534
23,348 ' 3,377
36,784

'

957
1,135
1,409
1,639
2,135
2,697
3,089

1,418
1,584
2,329
1,199
4,449
6,031
7,216

4,203
4,675
5,123
5,839
6,734
7,yO '

5,213
5,674
6,096
6,886
8,467
11,477
13.731

I
I
I
I
I
Sources: Economic Survey of Latirr America, 1951-52. 1954, 1956, United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America, Santi~go,Chile;
Anolysis and Projeclio,~~
of Econonric Duvriupnrenl; 11. An Inrrodftcrion
lo lhc Tecltniquc of Projiram,,,ing; 11. Tltc Econonzic Devciopnaznl of
Brazil; 111. The Econonlic Devrio~lnenrolColo~,,biu;IV. T1,e Eco~~omic

~conomicCommission for Latin America. ~ & o l i)?se~uilibriumand
rhe L'conomic Developwenr of h l i n An~erica; T11c Care of Mexico,
Economic Commission for Lntin America, Mexico City.
Note: In some cases. oreviouslv
oublishrd- -series have been uo-datcd and revised.
~aidnew unpublished se&s have been used. For refefence to concept and
methods, see Pans IlI and IV of this Study.
' Annual average calculated for years 1950-53.
Not available.
~

,

r

~

~

~~
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reliable, homogeneous, and detailed data on the gross product,
capital formation and the stock of capital, labour force, and
trade and payments, and covering periods up to thirty years
(fifty-five years in the case of Argentina), demonstrate that the
TABLE I11

Gross Product Per Capita in Latin America, 1925-56

Years

Gross Domestic
Product
(Millions of
dollars at
1950 prices)

Population
(Millions
of persons)

Gross Domeslic
Product Per
Capita

(Dollars at
1950 prices)

Sow.cc: See Note to Table I.

process of economic development and industrialization involves
a broad and basic improvement in the efficiency of utilization
(productivity) of investment and capital resources, as well as the
increase in the efficiency of utilization of man-power resources.
This may appear to be repeating the obvious, but the significance
of this new body of data lies in the quantitative measure of this
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process and the new light it throws on the problem and cost of
economic development.
For the region as a whole, the gross product per unit of
capital, in the five-year period 1950-54, was almost 40 per cent
greater than in the years 1925-29 (see Table I). The long-term
ALOXANDER GANZ

TABLE IV
Gross Product, Labour Force Composifion and Producfivify,by
Economic Activity, in Latin America in 1940 and 1955

dollars at
1950 prices)

.
.

.
.
.

Total
.
Agriculture
,
Mining
Manufacturing and
construction
Government
and
otherservices

persons)

24,174
7,131
894

49,324
11,887
2,220

44,300
27,510
443

59,900
30,309
599

546
259
2,018

823
392
3,706

4,617

11,492

5,980

11,022

772

1,043

.11,531 23,725 10,366 17,970
--

1,112

1,320

--- I

(Percentage
distribution)

.
.

1950 prices)

-

.
.
.

Total
.
Agriculture
,
Mining
Manufactnring and
construction
Government
and
other services

.

(Percentage
distribution)
1

(Indices:
Total = 100)
-

100.0
29.5
3.7

1004
24.1
4.5

100.0
62.1
1.0

100.0
50.6
1.0

100
47
370

100
48
450

19.1

23.3

13.5

18.4

141

127

47.7

48.1

23.4

30.0

204

160

Sources: The Selective Expansion of Agricultural Production in Lotin Anzerica and
its Relationship to Economic Development, United Nations, ECLA.
S3ntlag0, Chilc, 1955; Eco,,unzic B,rileri,,,for Latin ~nzeriro;Vol. 11,
~VO.1 , Santlsgo, Chslr. February 1957, article en~i~led
'Charges in En)olovment Structure in Latin America. 1945-55': Economic
Survc>,
of
~~~-~
io2lz ~ m e r i c i .1955.~0~.cit. S ~ U ~dnY ~ a n p o i i rilr Lntirr ~m$ic;.
Unitcd Ndtions ECLA,Santiago, Chile, 1957; 'Therelationship between
population growth. capital formation and employment opportunities in
Underdeveloped Countries', by Dr. Raul Prebisch, pdper presented at
the World Population Conference, Rome, 1954.
~

improvement in the productivity of capital resources was experienced by at least four countries, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, and Mexico, whose gross product and stock of capital represent approximately 70 per cent of that of Latin America as a
whole (see Table 11). For two of these countries -Argentina and
Colombia - detailed long-term series on investment and capital,
Q
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by economic sector, and by type of capital good, are available,
and make possible a detailed analysis and interpretation which
will be referred to later in this section. While much remains to
be done to round out the statistical record, there appears to be
no doubt as to the validity of this basic conclusion on the longterm improvement in the efficiency of utilization of investment
and capital resources, in the economic growth of Latin America.
It is now also possible from the new historical record to clarify
the nature of the process.
As will be shown, the long-term increase in the overall productivity of capital derives from the change in the economc
structure of production, man-power and capital, the heart of
the process of economic development and industrialization. In
effect, the relative transfer of investment and capital resources,
as well as labour force, to industry, signifies a more productive
use of capital as well as labour, and raises the level of productivity in the economy as a whole (see Tables I11 and IV).
2. Sign$cance with respect to problem and social cost of economic
development
It has long been recognized that a prerequisite for development and industrialization is the prior creation of basic social
capital in transport, communications and energy, housing, commerce, and services, including government services, which have a
low capital productivity. The low product-capital ratio in basic
social capital is not principally a matter of internal relative
prices (although this may be a contributing factor), but is related
basically to the length of life of the capital good, and the annual
cost and rate of return based on the average expected length of
life.= Conversely, the high product-capital ratio in manufacturing is related to the relatively short length of life of machinery
and equipment, and the annual cost and rate of return related
to it.
Other factors involved in the long-term improvement in the
gross product per unit of fixed reproducible capital (at depreSee for example, 'Theoretical Aspects of Quality Change, Capital Conaumplion and Net Capital Format~on',Edward F. Denison, Problo,,~of CopiralFor,,,uria,). SleOies in /,,come oud IVcal11t. Volume Nineteen. Nation21 Bureau of Economic Research, New York, 1957, pp. 236 and 237. ASDenison states,
.long
life is an undesirable property of a capttal good if the investment per year of service is the same. If thecost of capital goods were proportionate to their lives, then
the shorter the lives of capital goods the larger would tend to be total output per
unit of net capital'.

'. .
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ciated replacement cost) in Latin America, in the period 192556, include: (1) the fuller and more intensive utilization of basic
social capital as well as agricultural and industrial production
capacity, and economies of scale deriving from the growth and
expansion of the market; (2) the effect of external terms of trade
and export demand on imports of capital goods and, consequently, the level and composition of investment and capital;
(3) the changing role of foreign capital; (4) the effect of the rate
ALEXANDER G A N Z

TABLE V

Fixed Reproducible Capital in Latin America and Selected
Countries by Ecor~omicSector, 1950

/ Ame;ica/

Argentina

'

Totalfixed reprodueible copifol

.

.

Agriculture .
.
Industry
. .
Transportation, electricity, and com.
munications.
Non-farm housing.
trade, services, a<d
government.
.

1

,
Latln

100.6
26.1
15.1

11.6

1

47.8

/

I

1

Chile

I

C:,",mm-

(~housandmillions of d6llars)
I
33.0
21.3
3.2
7.5

/

Mexico

'

5.2
5.0

5.3
3.6

0.5
0.8

2.9
1.0

10.3
1.3
1.1

4.7

3.2

0.5

0.7

1.2

18.1

/

9.2

j

1.4

1

2.9

1

6.7

(~krcentage'distributibn)

n,

-

.

.

:

Agriculture .
Industry
. .
Transoortation. electristy, and ' communications.
.
Non-farm housing,
trade, services, and
.
government.

26
15

100
16
15

1,
25
17

100
16
25

13

12

14

15

16

9

12

47

55

43

43

39

65

Sorrce: See note to Table I.

of growth on the relative importance of depreciation in the investment effort; (5) the incidence of internal relative prices on
the saving and investment capacity of the industrial sector; and
(6) the greater efficiency of new capital goods replacing older
similar goods - the benefits of technological progress.
Nevertheless, as will be shown, the main factor explaining the
development process is the change in economic structure and
the growth in the relative importance of investment and capital
in those economic sectors which, by the nature of the type of
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capital, represent an increase in the overall efficiency in the
utilization of investment and capital resources (see Tables V
and VI).
It is now possible to show, on the basis of the record of economic history, that economic development requires a tremendous social force, as can be appreciated in an economy 'starting'
TABLE V l

Gross Product and the Product-Capital Ratio, by Economic
Sector, in Latin America and Selected Countries, by Economic
Sector, 1950
(Millions of dollars)

/ America/
Latin

.

.

Total .
Agriculture ,
.
Industry
.
.
Transportation, electricity, and communications.
Non-farm housing,
trade, services, and
government.

Argentina

I

Brazil

I

Chile

1

/

A. Gross Domestic Product
39,791
9,887'
10,120
1,872

Mexico

10,545
10,226

2,383

5,412

1,451
2,952

2.937
2,166

280
483

945
682

1,030
1,522

.

2,348

1,037

866

140

175

261

.

16,672

3,861

4,151

969

581

2,599

Total .
.
Agriculture .
Industry
.
Transportation, electricity, and communications.
.
Non-farm housing,
trade, services, and
government.
,

1

B. Prodr,ct-Capital Ratio

Source: See note to Table I.
Total at market prices, economic sectors at factor cost.

with a product-capital ratio of 0.25. In effect, under-developed
countries need more capital per unit of product than do developed countries; a comparable investment effort yields less.
For a full appreciation of the social force required in the process
of economic development, there must be added to this basic
factor the vulnerability of economic growth of under-developed
countries to fluctuations in the terms of trade of primary
materials ;internal relative prices and income distribution which
may not favour an appropriate allocation of resources - especi-
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ally investment resources; the small size o f market, consonant
with a low per capita product, which limits the economies from
scale o f operations; the susceptibility o f capital-goods imports to
fluctuations in trsde and foreign-exchange earnings; and fluctuations in the rate o f growth, which, when declining, have the
effect o f increasing the relative burden o f depreciation in the
overall investment effort.
ALEXANDER G A N Z

3. Factors contributing to the increase in the eficiency, utilization,
andproductivity of capital in Latin America in the last quarter
century

Despite the relatively greater social force required, and the
factors o f vulnerability and susceptibility referred to above,
Latin America has, in fact, experienced a significant rate o f
growth in theper capita product in the last thirty years, deriving
in substantial part from a broad improvement in the efficiencyo f
utilization o f investment and capital resources (productivity o f
capital), as will be shown. The basic factors in the increase in the
efficiency o f utilization o f investment and capital resources was
the broad change in the economic sector structure o f capital.
The increase in the relative importance o f manufacturing productive capacity, with its higher capital productivity deriving
from-the characteristic type o f capital good with its advance in
technology and shorter life span, was the basic factor which contributed to the increase in the efficiency and productivity o f
capital in the economy as a whole. A number o f important
factors facilitated the change in the economic sector structure o f
capital, and other factors, independent o f the change in structure, also contributed to the increase in the efficiency,utilization, and productivity o f investment and capital resources.
These include the following:
(1) The relative decline in export demand and relative prices

for agricultural products and raw materials, during the
1930s and during the war, together with policies o f import
restriction and exchange control adopted by main Latin
American governments, had the effect o f improving internal relative prices for the manufacturing sector, as well
as its saving and investment capacity. This factor, together with the decline in the relative importance o f foreign
investment in this period, facilitated the relative shift o f

.
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investment and manpower resources to manufacturing (see
Table VII). Restriction of imports of luxury consumer
goods and improvement in the distribution of income
(which accompanied political changes that paralleled the
decline in the economic importance of agricultural and
raw-materials exports and foreign investment) tended to
enhance saving and investment in manufacturing, and to
create a new market for manufactured goods.
TABLE VII

Foreign investment and Fixed Reproducible Capital in Latin
America, 1929, 1940, 1950, 1955
(Thousands of millions of dollars at 1950 prices)
Year

1

Foreign
Investment

1

Fixed

1

Foreign Investment
as a Percentage of
Fixed ,Re;;;$cibIe

Sorrrces: Inversiones Inlernacior~olesen Amdrica Latino, Javier Marquez, Bank of
Mexico, Mexico City, 1945; The United Slates and Foreign Invesrmnent
Problems, Cleora Lewis, The Brookings Institution, Washington, 1948;
Internatiorral Transactions of the United Stares, during the War, 194045, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 1948; The
Bala~rceof Payments of !Ire United States, 194648, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Washington, D.C., 1950, and other publications, 195C-57;
Foreign Capital in Lalin America, United Nations Department of
Economic and Social ARairs, New York, 1955.
See also Table I.

(2) The decline in exports, terms of trade, and the outflow of
foreign capital adversely affected import capacity, in the
period 193045, and made its greatest impact on capitalgoods imports, which were sharply reduced. This seriously
affected the composition and level of investment and
capital, in these years. The reverse occurred in the period
1945-55, and on a much larger scale; the post-war expansion of exports and improvement in the terms of trade
resulted in a phenomenal expansion in capital-goods imports, and Latin American manufacturing capacity more
than doubled in the post-war years, while the stock of
fixed capital rose by more than one-half.
(3) The degree of utilization of productive capacity expanded
significantly; this was especially true in manufacturing,
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but also occurred in transport, energy, and cornmunications, as well as government capital in public works and
welfare services. This expanding degree of utilization,
which enhanced capital productivity, derived from the
protection of manufacturing activity already referred to,
the increase in domestic demand, and economies deriving
from the expanding scale of operation. In addition, partly
as a counter-cyclical device, and partly as an overt effort to
spur industrialization, governments expanded basic social
capital in roads, streets, water-works, and schools, and
this expansion of basic social capital favoured the expansion of manufacturing output. All these factors made it
possible to use more fully the existing productive capacity
accumulated in the 1920s and earlier.
(4) In an expanding economy the share of the gross product
absorbed in off-setting depreciation of the stock of capital
declines, as has been demonstrated by Robert Eisner and
others. Under these conditions the relative burden of depreciation and replacement charges in the overall investment effort is reduced. A given investment effort - a given
gross investment rate - signifies a greater net investment
content and a larger growth in the stock of fixed capital.
This, in effect, has been the experience of Latin America
..
in the last twenty-five years.
(5) As has been demonstrated in the case of capital in manufacturing, railroads, and public utilities in the United
States, new capital is more efficient and productive than
old capital, in the sense of greater yield and product per
unit cost of capital. The productivity of fixed reproducible
capital in Latin America has benefited from this increased
efficiency of new capital goods replacing older similar
goods and, thereby, without the need for pioneering, has
benefited from technological progress.
ALEXANDER G A N Z

Since World War 11, foreign capital in Latin America has
again been expanding; this time, with the outstanding exception
of petroleum investment in Venezuela, new foreign investment
has gone predominantly into manufacturing enterprises, in most
Latin American countries, and has thereby contributed to the
introduction of modern technology in the form of more efficient
and productive capital equipment. (For Latin America, this
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development signifies a fundamental change in the role of foreign
capital, since the new emphasis on investment in manufacturing
enterprises reflects the growing domestic market, and the now
united interest in its growth and expansion.)
4. Factors affecting adversely the efficiency, utilization, and productivity of$xed reproducible capital in Latin America
Even with the overall long-term improvement in the efficiency,
utilization, and productivity of capital in Latin America, it
should be noted that the product per unit of capital in the region
has remained static since 1948 and in some important countries
(Argentina, for example) has fallen below the 1948 level. A
number of problems have contributed to this circumstance, including the following factors:
(1) inefficient use of land resources;
(2) mis-utilization of public investment resources;
(3) decline in the rate of government resources available for
public investment;
(4) incidence of inadequate growth of export earnings on
capital-goods imports and the level and composition of investment;
(5) problems of minimum economic scale of operations confronting economies on the threshold of industrial production of consumers' durable goods, capital goods, and the
more complex metals, machinery, and chemical products.
The following examples of inefficient use of land resources and
mis-utilization of public investment resources may be cited:
(a) Inefficient use of land resources. As is discussed more fully
in the section on 'Problems of data, concepts, and methods', the
detailed and adequate measure of agricultural improvement, including valuation at depreciated replacement cost of land clearing and levelling and other soil improvements, buildings, installations and fencing, plantations and permanent crops, cultivated forests and cultivated pasture, as well as machinery,
equipment, and cattle, is fundamental to the analysis of investment, capital, productivity, and economic growth in Latin
America. For this reason, the estimation of investment and
capital in agricultural improvements has been the subject of
special attention in our studies of development, especially in the
case of Argentina and Colombia.
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In the study of agricultural development in Colombia it was
possible to make a very detailed cross-section analysis of value
added, man-power, and fixed reproducible capital by main types
of agricultural production, providing estimates of labour, land,
and capital prod~ctivity.~
As may be seen in Table VIII, land,
labour, and capital productivity (value added per worker, per
unit of land, and per unit of capital) was consistently and substantially lower in cattle-raising than in the cultivation of crops.
In effect, the data revealed a low level of efficiency in the utilizaALEXANDER G A N Z

TABLE VIII

Colombia; Productivity in the Utilization ofAgricultura1 Land,
Labour, and Capital Resources in 1953

1

I

Total

1

Agriculture
Coffee

1

Other
Crops

I

Cattle

Source: Economic Development of Colombia, op. cil., pp. 190-195.

tion of man-power, land, and capital resources in cattle-raising,
in comparison with other types of agricultural production;
cattle-raising in Colombia was, in fact, a capital-intensive
activity. This analysis provided a useful quanacation of what
was recognized as one of the most serious problems of Colombian agriculture - namely, the anti-economic distortion in land

' Economic Dcvelopnzerrf of Colornbin,op. cil., pp. 187-195, 376-383.

At depreciated replacement cost.
Ecotromic Development of Colombia, Lauchlin Currie and collaborators,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Washington, 1951.
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use. The prevailing practice in 1953 was the use of the few fertile, temperate, level, plain regions surrounding principal cities
in mountainous, tropical Colombia for extensive cattle exploitation. The needs of the urban population, in comparison, indicated the need for intensive use of these lands for dairy and
truck-crop cultivation, and the raising of cattle in other regions.
This distortion in land use, with its anti-economic incidence on
land, labour, and capital productivity, derived from the misapplication of the land reform law of 1936, which was substantially evaded by the eviction of agricultural labourers from
the best lands. The result has been a serious shortage in food
production,l substantial dietary and nutritional deficiency, and
high relative prices for food, in a country combining tropical,
sub-tropical, and temperate zones, and capable of producing all
kinds of food. The estimates of fixed, reproducible capital provide a quantitative tool for evaluating and projecting the effect
of alternative policies and measures aimed at solving this inefficient use of basic resources and its adverse consequences.
The study of the economic development of Argentina also
analyses the incidence of mis-utilization of land resources involved in the post-war decline by one-third in area cultivated to
permanent crops, excluding feed crops, and the giving over of
this land to extensive cattle-raising. In this case, contributing
factors included low, fixed prices for agricultural crops, and an
increasing shortage of farm workers, without a compensating
increase in agricultural mechanization. This decline in area
cultivated to crops has resulted in a serious fall in Argentine exports, foreign-exchange earnings, imports of raw materials as
well as capital goods, and has been a main factor in the post1948 economic stagnation. The programme for economic recovery aims at bringing back into cultivation a large part of this
land, and raising more cattle on less land through the use of
cultivated feed crops.
(b) Mis-utilization ofpublic investment resources. As has been
indicated, the expanding role of Latin American governments
since the 1930s in fostering economic development and industrialization through public investment in basic social capital
and other aspects of economic policy has been accompanied in
recent years, in some countries, by problems of mis-direction
and mis-utilization of public investment resources, in relation to
See Economic Development of Colombia, op. cif., pp. 137-141.
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needs, as well as a decline in the rate of public investment. In a
number of countries a large share of public investment resources
is going to military, administrative, and costly social-welfare
projects, while the functioning and growth of the economy is
hampered and limited by increasingly severe shortages of basic
social capital in energy, transport, and other essential public
services. An interesting example, for which quantitative data on
investment and capital are available, is the case of Argentina.l
Argentina's post-1948 economic stagnation derived, in great
part, from a mis-utilization of basic resources of land, labour,
and capital, which resulted in imbalance and distortions in the
structure of production, investment, and employment, and an
overall decline in labour productivity, land productivity, and
capital productivity. The post-revolution economic recovery
programme, adopted in 1956, is based on the possibility of a
rapid short-term recovery of productivity in land, labour, and
capital through an economic policy and investment programme
calculated to correct these distortions in the structure of production, investment, and employment. Attention will here be
given to one aspect of these distortions - namely, the post-war
mis-utilization of public investment.
Despite the relatively large investment resources available to
the Argentine Government at the end of World War 11, basic
socid capital in electricity, railroads, roads, petroleum, and coal
exploitation, as well as iron and steel production capacity, were
seriously neglected. As a consequence, fixed reproducible capital
in railroad installations and rolling stock, which had already
been seriously neglected by their foreign owners in the 1930sand
during the war, continued to decline. No net new road construction (in terms of depreciated replacement cost) was undertaken
after 1943. Expansion of electriopower capacity was only a
fraction of needs, and industrial production, whose electricity
supply was severely rationed, was seriously hampered. The
failure to develop petroleum and coal exploitation and iron and
steel capacity in line with expanding needs placed an impossible
burden on import requirements, and forced severe restriction of
imports of raw materials and intermediate products for industrial
A L E X A N D E R GANZ

See Economic Development of Argenti~ta,up. cit.; Fixed Reprodrteible Capital
in Argentinn, 1935-55, op. cit., and following section of this paper, 'Capital
formation, &xed reproducible capital, and economic growth in Argentina, 1900-

1955'.
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TABLE IX

Argentina; Composition of Real Investment of the National
Government
(Percentage distribution of total)

Source: Econonzic Development of Arp-nlirro, op. cir.

' The historical period is calculated on the basis of the Census of Government

Property made in 1948, excluding land and inventoriesof raw materials and inter-
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production, as well as imports of new capital goods and replacement parts. Both agriculture and industry were severely hindered
by shortages of transport fac3ties.l
The post-war distortion in the composition of public investment in Argentina, and the neglect of basic social capital, may
be seen in Table IX, which compares the percentage distribution
of fixed reproducible capital, at depreciated replacement cost,
in 1948, reflecting the composition of public investment in
earlier decades with that in the years 194546, the period of the
first five-year plan, 1947-51, the years 1952-55, and the present
investment programme, to the year 1961. In a developing economy, priorities in public investment in basic social capital
change, but, as may be seen, the changes in the composition of
public investment in the years 194546 and 1947-51 were contrary to the development needs of the country. As may be seen
whereas in the historical period public investment of an economic character had represented 67 per cent of total investment,
this share fell to 33 per cent in 194546 and 54 per cent in 194751 ; the proportion in transport fell from 41 to 26 per cent and
27 per cent, respectively; that in roads fell from 18 to 13 per cent
and 9 per cent; railroad investment fell from 12 to 3 per cent and
7 per cent; petroleum and coal were neglected; electricity investment was far below needs; and basic iron and steel investment
was not undertaken until after 1950. On the other hand, investment in national defence rose to 51 per cent of all national
government investment in 194546, and 23 per cent in the period
of the first five-year plan, 1947-51. With the onset of economic
stagnation, especially after 1951, a frantic effort was made to
change the direction of public investment, as may be seen in the
increased share dedicated to projects of an economic character
in the period 1952-55. An appreciation of the distortions in the
composition of public investment may also be obtained by comparing the composition of present and projected investment
ALEXANDER G A N Z

mediate products. The percentage distribution of the depreciated replacement
value of government propeny in 1948, as adjusted, is considered a valid mrxsure
of the channelling o i invcsrmenr in tllr historical period. ln~e,tment in national
defence in this period is probably undereslimatrd, because some items i r e probfbly included in buildings and riter and m:lritimc shipping. Similarly, thc group
Petrolcum and coal' may includc investment in other mining activity.
'The ~roiecteddistribution of inveirmcnt is based on estimated investment
needs and investment programmes actually under way, in accordance with the
cv;llulion of existing shortages nnd the needs of sn expanding economy.
' Sec Plo,, dc , ~ ~ s r n b l c r i ~ ~ zccond,,,ico,
i c ~ ~ r o RauI Prrbisch, Econon~icAdviser t o
the President of the Provisional Government, Burnos Aires, January 1956.
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programmes of the Argentine Government (to 1961), based on a
detailed examination of needs and the fixing of priorities.
5. Eicture outlook for Latin American economic growth, capital
requirements, and capital productivity
We may ask what does the foregoing analysis imply with respect to the future outlook for Latin American economic
growth, capital requirements, and capital productivity? Without pretending to sketch the future pattern of Latin American
economic growth, some important elements which appear clearly in the picture may be noted. The immediate fnture will be an
era of concentration on the solution of production-hampering
shortages of basic social capital in transport and energy. In a
number of important countries basic new progress has already
been made. This, together with expanded iron and steel and
other intermediate materials production, should facilitate the
greater concentration of import capacity on new capital goods
and intermediate products for expanding industry. Progress may
be expected in the development of a regional multi-lateral payments system, and regional market, which will provide a solution to some problems of adequate size of market for economies
of scale. With such a development, the composition of Latin
American exports will change, favouring manufactures, and the
region's ability to absorb new foreign capital, also favouring
manufactures, will increase. Thus, after a continued pause in the
level of the gross product per unit of capital, which has been
stagnant since 1948, further progress may be expected.
6. Hypothesis with respect to the differences iiz the rate of increase
and in the level of the product-capital ratio and the rate of
economic growth of Argentina and Colombia
Since 1929, the rate of economic growth in Colombia has been
spectacular, while that in Argentina, for example, has been low.
Whereas Colombia experienced an annual rate of growth in the
per capita gross product of 1.9 per cent in the period 1929-55,
that in Argentina was only 0.5 per cent. In effect, Colombia experienced a greater rate of increase in product per unit of capital,
as well as capital per capita, and achieved a higher absolute
level of product per unit of capital (as may be seen in Table X),
and, in relative terms, experienced a more balanced rate of change
in the structure of investment and capital. While post-war dis-
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tortions in the direction of resources contributed to this relative
imbalance and low rate of growth in Argentina, detailed longterm data on the economic sector composition of fixed reproducible capital in Argentina and Colombia, as well as data on
the structural composition of capital for a number of other Latin
American countries for the year 1950, suggest that more basic
factors were involved. The data suggest that relative changes in
the structure of investment and capital, and in the level of the
gross product per unit of capital, reflect the era in which capital
accumulation began to accelerate, the nature of basic resources,
and the level of technology in this era, as well as the social
structure and the pattern of demand.
ALEXANDER G A N Z

TABLE X

Relative Importance of Change in Fixed Reproducible Capital
Per Capita and Increase in the Product per Unit of Capital in the
Increase in Gross Domestic Product Per Capita in Argentina and
Colombia, from 1929 to 1955
(Dollars at 1950 prices)

I
Gross product per capita:
1929.
1955.

.
.

.

1929.
1955

.
.

.

.
.

.
.

.

(A

.
.

.

.
.

.
.

Annual rate of change
per cent)
Fixed ceproducible capital per capita:

.

.

Annual rate of change (fn per cent)
Prodrrct per unit of capital:

Argentina

I

Colombia

.

. . .
Annual rate of change (hper'oeat)'
1929.
1955

.

Source: See notes to Table I.

To put the matter in its most elemental terms, the quality and
condition of housing, schools, hospitals, streets, parks, sanitary
services, theatres, and recreation facilities in Argentina are relatively high and compare favourably with that in cities of
Western Europe and the United States. This is not the case with
Colombia, which, on the other hand, has a basic iron and steel
industry - a factor of industrial development which Argentina
will not have until 1961. This example may be said to have the
following implications.
Newly developing economies have a simpler problem in
attaining balance in the structure of growth than do older
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economies, and have been able to incorporate newer and more
efficient capital, and concentrate a relatively greater share of the
investment effort in expanding capacity in agriculture, industry,
energy, and transport, in comparison with housing and other
public social services. Argentina, for example, whose per capita
gross product in 1900 was already $330 (at 1950 prices), and
whose basic capital structure was established by 1915, has an old
capital structure in industry, transport, electricity, and agriculture. Argentina has not been able to scrap or replace old
capital to install new capital, in great part because of the great
burden involved in financing investment for replacement as well
as new growth. Colombia, a newly developing economy, on the
other hand, has no such burden, and new investment goes for
modern, efficient equipment.
These factors affecting the relative change in the structural
balance of fixed reproducible capital may, therefore, be an important element of explanation of differences in the rate of increase in product per unit of capital, as well as difference~in
their absolute level.
7. Capital formation, fixed reproducible capital, and econonzic
growth in Argentina, 1900-55
In the period 1900-29 Argentina experienced an extraordinary
rate of development in its gross product, fixed reproducible
capital, and population, which increased at the annual rate of
5.1, 4.9, and 3.3 per cent, respectively. This impressive rate of
growth was related to the extraordinary expansion of exports
and improvement in the external terns of trade (see Table XI),
which, together with a massive i d o w of foreign capital and a
heavy programme of public works, made possible an extremely
high rate of investment (see Tables XI1 and XIII). This involved
not only investment in agriculture and industry but also in railroad transport, roads, shipping, electric power, residential housing, commerce, and public administrative, social and welfare
services (see Tables XIV and XV). Between the periods 1900-4
and 1925-29, fixed reproducible capital in agriculture doubled,
that in industry expanded three times as great, while that in
transport, communications, electricity, housing, commerce, and

' .Minor diferenccs from thedata in the paper (following) by Balbo3 2nd
Fracchia derive from d~lrerencesinslassincation 2nd the inclusion ofc;~tllcstocl;s.
In addition. in the cal~ulalionof a lona-term series from 1900 thcrc is a sliaht
difference in the treatment o f depreciation.
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TABLE XI

Argentina: Exports, Effect of the Terms of Trade, and tlie Gross
Product, 1900-55
(Five-year averages)
Effect of the
Periods

1

Millions of pesos at 1950 prices

As a percentage of the
gross product
27.1
75.6

1

3.0
7.7

-

Source: Econornic Developnle,tf of
Nations Joint Study Group, op. cir.

Argentina Government-United

TABLE XI1

Argentina: Public and Private Investment, National and Foreign
Investment, as a Percentage of Gross Domestic Product
(Five-year averages)
Period

1

Total

1

Public

I

Private

Sorirce: See Table XI.

R
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TABLE XI11

Argentina: Gross Fixed Domestic Investment, by Economic Sector,
as a Percentage of Gross Domestic Product, by Ecoiiomic Sector

Period

Total

Housing,
Commerce, GovernFinance,
and Personal
Services

Agriculture

I
I
!
I
Sor~rce:See Table XI.

TABLE XIV

Argentina: Percentage Distribution of Gross Fixed Domestic
Investment, 1900-55
Five-year averages)
Manu-

Period

"la'

Housing,

T
~
~
~
A ~ ~ facturing,
~ .
Communi- Commerce,
Govern.
Mininz,
Finance,
culture and Con- cations, and
ment
Electricity and Personal
Services

Source: See Table X I ; also Fixed Reproducible Copif01in Argcnfina, 1935-45,
Manuel Balboa and Alberto Fracchia, op. cif.

~
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TABLE XV

Argentina: Fixed Reproducible Capital, by Economic Sector,
1900-55
(Millions of pesos at 1950 prices; five-year averages)

Total

Period

ManuHousing,
facturing,
GovernMining
,,;~
;;~
;
ment
cations, ande
and
andpersonal
struction Electricity
Services

culture

I

I

I

I

I

Sorwce: See Tables XI and XIV.

TABLE XVI

Argentina: Gross Domestic Product, by Econornic Sector;
1900-55
(Millions ofpesos at 1950 prices; five-year averages)
Grorr

Gronr

Total

19004
1905-9
1910.14
1915-19
1920-24
1925-29
1930-34
1935.39
1940114
194549
1950-54
1955

10,756
15 890
19'896
19:131
25491
33:184
33,863
39,754
45,908
57.009
63 150
68:769

10,119
14 949
18'718
17:999
23 981
31'218
31:658
37,406
43,189
53,630
59 400
64:661

3,367
4 155
4'715
5'581
6779
8010
7:996
9,080
10,669
9.940
9 858
11:165

(At factor cost)
2086
3:944
4,996
3,235
5.287
7694
7:744
10,120
11.897
16.427
17,997
19,729

Source: See Tablw XI

426
762
1205
1:359
1816
2:680
2,966
3,352
4.033
5 510
6:761
7,157

md XIV.

,

-,
3,686
5,362
6 817
6:618
8680
11:120
10960
12:477
13,653
17,265
19,083
20,500

554
726
985
1,201
1.419
1.714
1.992
2.377
2.937
4,488
5 701
6:110
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government services increased two-fold. This was an era of
broad expansion in population, labour force, cultivated area,
agricultural production, industrial production and capacity, and
basic social capital in transport and electricity, as well as housing
and public services. The expansion in fixed reproducible capital
was accompanied by an almost parallel increase in the production of goods and services by economic sector (see Table XVI).
TABLE XVII

Argentina: Gross Doinestic Productper Unit of Fixed
Reproducible Capital, by Economic Sector, 1900-55
(Five-year averages)

Period

Total

~
~
culture

ManuHousing,
Transport, Commerce,
facturing,
~
i
CommuniMining
Finance,
cations, and and
and Co;Personal
Electricity
struction
Services

ment

4

Source: See Table XI.

Nevertheless, the social force required was also extraordinary,
as may be appreciated in an economy with a gross product per
unit of capital which ranged from 0.244 in the period 1900-4, to
0.237 in the period 1925-29 ' (see Table XVII). The relatively
low level of the product-capital ratio derived from the 'underdeveloped' structure of production and fixed reproducible
capital (see Tables XVIII and XIX), limitations of the size of the
economy on achieving economies of scale, and some degree of
In the United States, for example, the long-tern level of the oroduct-caoital
ratio (comparing the similar concept used hire, excluding con<umers' dufahle
goods, inventories, monetary metals, and foreign investment), is approximately
0.40. See 'The Growth qf Reproducible Wealth in the United States, 1805 to
1950'. Raymond Goldsmith, It~corneotrd Wealth Series II. Income and Weoltlr o f
rhe Ut!irerlSrorer. Inlrmalionnl Ass~c!n~ion
tor Rermrch ;n Income nnd ~ e n l r h :
Gmbridgc, England, 1952: also i;r,~o,~c;nlR'~sc~or
ci, ottd Tire Prubie,nr o/Titr Day,
Tl~irly-Sesolrh,l,,,rrrrrl Rc,po,l, Sxrion.~l Bureau of Economic Rcsenrch, Inc.,
New York, May 1957, Par1 Ill, Table I, p. 34.
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TABLE XVIII

Argentina: Percentage Distribution of the Gross Product at
Factor Cost, by Economic Sector, 1900-55
(Five-year averages)

Period

Agriculture

Manufacturing,
Mining,
and Construction

Transport,
Communications, and
E'ectr'clty

Housing,
Commerce, GovernFinance
andPersol;al ment
Services

Sorirce: See Table XI.

TABLE XIX

Argentina: Percentage Distribution of Fixed Reproducible
Capital, by Economic Sector, 1900-55
(Five-year averages)
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under-utilization of nlanufacturing capacity due to the low level
of tariff protection and the wide-open policy on imports, in this
period.
The low level of the product-capital ratio in the period 1900-4
to 1925-29 is also notable when, added to the high rate of investment, account is taken of the favourable effect of the accelerated rate of growth on the proportion of the total investment effort required for maintenance and replacement of depreciated capital.
TABLE XX
Argentina: Relative Importance of Depreciation and Net
Itzvestment in the Gross Fixed Dornestic Investment Effort,
1900-55

period

Gross
Fixed
Domestic
Investment

Net
Investment

Depreciation
I

I

As a percentage of gross product

I

Net
Investment

Depreciation
I

As "percentage Of
gross investment

I

(Five-vear averages)

1900-29
1930-55

31.4
22.3

(Period averages)
12.6
16.2

27

Soztrce: See Table XI.

In effect, mainly because of the accelerated rate of growth in
the period 1900-29, only 40 per cent of the total gross fixed
domestic investment effort was absorbed by maintenance, replacement, and depreciation of existing fixed capital; 60 per cent
of the total investment effort was dedicated to net new investment. Other factors involved include the relative high gross investment rate and the relatively low depreciation rate associated
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with the relatively long average length of useful life of the structural composition of capital in this period (see Table XX).
This appreciation of the social force required for economic
development under the conditions of the Argentine economy in
the period 1900-29 represents an interesting quantitative demonstration of the difficulty and great social cost of economic
development.
In the period since 1929 the Argentine economy has experienced basic structural changes in the economic composition of
production, capital, and labour force. Exports, terms of trade,
and foreign capital have declined, and industrial development
has advanced, favoured by a protectionist policy, internal relative prices, government economic policy in the 1930s, which
expanded basic social capital, and heavy post-war imports of
productive machinery and equipment for industry. With the
process of economic development and structural change, the
gross product per unit of capital expanded. Despite this, the rate
of growth of capital lagged behind, and serious distortions developed in the economic sector allocation of capital, especially
in the post-war years.
In contrast with the period 1900-29, which had experienced
an even more rapid rate of growth in the stock of capital than in
the population (with annual rates of increase of 4.9 and 3.3 per
cent, respectively), in the period 1929-55, the rate of growth of
capital lagged behind (with annual rates of growth of 1.5 per
cent in capital and 1.9 per cent in population), so that the level
of fixed reproducible capital per capita declined at an annual
rate of 0.3 per cent in this latter period. The annual rate of
growth of theper capita gross product, which was 1.7 per cent in
the period 1900-29, declined to 0.5 per cent in the period 192955.
The decline in the rate of growth of the per capita gross product would have been greater but for the increase in the gross
product per unit of capital, which rose from 0.24 in 1929 to a
peak of 0.32 in 1948, and fell thereafter to 0.30 in 1955.
The expansion of capital productivity, from 1929 to 1948, derived from the basic changes in economic structure, the process
of economic development and industrialization, benefits of
economy of scale, fuller utilization of manufacturing capacity,
and the increased efficiency of new capital.
Since 1948, the Argentine economy has stagnated, capital
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productivity and the per capita gross product have fallen, and
broad distortions have developed in the structure of production, employment, investment, and capital.
These distortions in the utilization of resources of land,
labour, and capital involved: (1) inefficient utilization of land,
and consequent decline in agricultural production and exports,
and export earnings; (2) crippling of manufacturing production
as a consequence of shortages of imported raw materials and
capital goods; (3) failure adequately to maintain and expand
basic social capital io transport and energy, and the consequent
hindering of agricultural and industrial production; and (4) with
industrial employment declining, the increasing absorption of
the urban labour force in service activities, which experienced a
severe decline in productivity. These distortions in the use of resources may be attributed to the following factors: the misutilization of public investment funds, alluded to earlier; the
drain on public revenue deriving from increases in transfer payments, including expanding deficits of government enterprises
affected by the economic stagnation and faulty price policy; the
inappropriate economic policy with respect to agricultural prices
and mechanization to offset the outflow of labour force; the insufficiency of import capacity to provide minimum needs for the
functioning of the economy, due to failure to push earlier and
more seriously the establishment of a domestic iron and steel
industry, and production of oil and coal, so that import capacity
could be dedicated to imports of other intermediate products
and capital goods. In addition, the post-1948 stagnation has had
the effect of increasing the depreciation and replacement burden
on the gross product and minimizing the net new investment in
the given total investment effort. Of the post-war net increase in
capital, less than one-third went to directly productive activities;
more than one-third has gone to government administrative,
social, and military services; and the remainder has gone to
housing, commerce and financial services, and personal services.
The post-war dedication of one-third of investment resources to
government administrative, social, and military services represents a calamitous mis-direction of the country's vital investment resources. While this had represented 15 per cent of total
fixed reproducible capital in 1944, by 1948 the proportion had
risen to 32 per cent. In fact, the per capita stock of capital in
government administrative, social, and military services was the
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only category of increase in capitalper capita in comparison with
the pre-war period. In 1955 directly productive capitalper capita,
including that in agriculture, industry, transport, communications, and electricity, was 20 per cent below the level of 1929;
that in transport, communications, and electricity has fallen by
30 per cent. While capital per worker in industry more than recovered the effect of the depression and the war, that in agnculture has not recovered the 1929 level. The fall in basic social
capital per capita in transport, communications, and electricity
has represented a basic structural error in the use of investment
ALEXANDER GANZ

TABLE X X I

Argentina: Gross Fixed Domestic Investment, by Economic
Activitv.
.. 1900-55
(Millions of pesos at 1950 prices; five-year averages)

Period

Total

Agriculture

Manufactwing,
Mining,
and Construction

Transport, Housing,
Communi. commerce, GovernFinance
and and peno&,l
Services

/

Soldrce: See Tables XI and XIY.

and capital resources, and has been one of the main lilniting
factors with respect to the growth in industrial production and
the gross product as a whole. This shortage of basic social
capital in transport and electricity has been accompanied by
significant under-utilization of capital in some sectors of industry and agriculture due, in part, to the shortages of basic
social capital.

8. Capital formation, $xed reproducible capital, and economic
growth in Colombia, 1925-53
The study of the economic development of Colombia, in the
period 1925-53, including new, homogeneous, detailed quantum
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estimates of the gross product, investment, and fixed reproducible capital, by economic sector, and by type of capital good,
also demonstrates that the process of economic growth signifies
a broad improvement in the efficiency, productivity, and utilization of investment and capital, in addition to man-power. The
case of Colombia holds special interest, because it represents an
economy expanding from a gross product per capita level of
approximately $100 in 1925 to $300 in 1953; in the case of
Argentina, the gross productper capita rose from approximately
$330 in 1900 to almost $600 in 1956.l
In the period 1925-53 Colombia experienced an annual rate of
growth of 2 per cent in the per capita gross product. This reflected a significant process of economic development and industrialization, including changes in the economic structure
distribution of production, labour force, investment, and productive capacity, which was accompanied by a persistent improvement in the product-capital ratio. In 1925 production
capacity was mainly confined to agricultural improvements,
housing, and government administrative and social services,
which represented 84 per cent of the total stock of fixed reproducible capital. In the same year the stock of capital in manufacturing, mining, transport, and electricity comprised only
16 per cent of total productive capacity. From then to 1953 the
stock of capital in the economy as a whole doubled, but that
corresponding to the fist group of sectors mentioned increased
by only 70 per cent, while that in the other sectors increased by
three-fold. In this way the stock of capital in agriculture, housing, and government administrative and social services declined
in relative importance, from 84 to 69 per cent, in comparison
with that in the economy as a whole. This represents not only a
quantitative change but also an important qualitative change in
the composition of k e d reproducible capital, with the increase
in the relative importance of those sectors which represent a
higher level of technology.
These important modifications in the distribution of the stock
of capital by economic activities were the result of divergent
I t should be noted that the conversion of Latin American gross product, investment, and fixed reproducible capital series from national cufrencies,expressed in prices of 1950, to U.S. dollars, expressed in prices of 1950, has been
made on the basis of nurchasin~-ooweruaritv rates of exchanee. based on orew3r, pre-exclrdnpc-conirol em. exchanges. F O ; ~ dirc&sion oftKe'iip~icatloAoi
this method,sce PJrr 111-Boithis paper,'l'roblern otIn~ern:t~ion~1
Comparison of
Investment and C~pital'.

-.
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trends in the investment rate for the various economic sectors.
While the average overall investment rate stood at 26.1 per cent
in the period 1925-29, at 16.1 per cent in the years 1930-44, and
at 19.9 per cent in the period 1945-53, the investment rate for
agriculture was barely 13.4, 12.8, and 12.3 per cent in each of
the periods mentioned, respectively. So low a rate of gross fixed
investment did no more than allow agriculture's stock of capital
to be replaced and maintained, and, at the most, an exceedingly
slow rate of increase to be achieved.
The reverse took place in the manufacturing, mining, transport, and energy sectors, where the investment coefficient was
very high, and a substantial increase in the stock of capital of
these activities thus became possible.
In the case of industry (manufacturing, mining, and construction), the investment rate attained the high level of 48 per cent in
the period 1925-29. During the 1930s and the war years industrial investment was severely affected, first by the reduced
capacity to import and then by the restriction of maritime transport and the difficulties of purchasing capital goods from the
more highly developed countries. The investment rate underwent a considerable decline, falling to as low as 13 per cent, in
this period. In the post-war years the investment rate in industry recovered, attaining an average of 24 per cent, whereby
the Stock of capital in industry more than doubled. This high
industrial investment coefficient was vital to the rapid progress
made by Colombia's economy.
In comparison with the sector just analysed, transport and
energy investment attained substantially higher investment rates
on account of the heavy public investment in these branches.
During the period 1 9 2 5 4 more than two-thirds of total investment in transport - including roads, railways, ports, oil-pipes,
airports, and also rolling stock and railway equipment - were
financed by the Government. During the post-war period, this
outlay amounted to more than half the investment in the sectors
mentioned, and represented more than 40 per cent of total
public investment during the post-war period. Public investment
in electric-power installations, and in other services, has also
assumed considerable dimensions in recent years.
Public investment has played an important role in the economic development of Colombia, both in the provision of basic
social capital, as well as an element of compensatory economic
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policy, increasing in relative importance in periods of economic
contraction, and declining in relative importance in periods of
economic expansion.
Fluctuations in export earnings and the terms of trade, and
their effect on the import capacity, have also had a considerable
incidence on the level and composition of investment and
capital, by economic sectors, as well as by type of capital good.
This is due to the low level of domestic production of productive
machinery and equipment, whose supply depends mainly on
imports.
This situation affects the different economic sectors in different ways. In the case of agriculture, for example, less than onefifth of total investment comprises machinery and equipment,
while the greater part consists of direct use of man-power in land
clearing, maintenance, and improvement, as well as for the
establishment of plantations and perennial crops. In the case of
the manufacturing sector, on the contrary, the situation is quite
different, since productive machinery and equipment represents
a snhstautial part of all investment. In these circumstances the
great sensitivity of imports of productive machinery and equipment to fluctuations in the import capacity has had powerful influence on the variation of the rate of investment in the industrial sector.
In addition, the proportion of machinery and equipment in
total investment has a determining a u e n c e on the degree of
technological advance which that investment represents, and
also influences the product-capital ratio. During the years 192529 the proportion of productive machinery and equipment in
total fixed domestic investment reached 36 per cent; afterwards,
due to the contraction in the capacity to import, the proportion
fell to 22 per cent in the period 1930-38 and to only 17 per cent
in the years 1939-45. This accentuated decline explains, in good
measure, apart from the saving and investment capacity of the
country, the fall in the overall investment rate from 26 per cent
in 1925-29 to 16 per cent in the years 1930-44. The substantial
improvement in the import capacity in the post-war years
favoured an increase in the proportion of machinery and
equipment in total investment, which rose to 35 per cent in the
years 1946-53.
A close parallel may be observed between the variations in the
proportion mentioned and the economic sector distribution of
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investment (see tables which follow). Investment in machinery
and equipment for the manufacturing sector represented approximately 15 per cent of total investment in the periods 192529 and 1946-53, and only 9 and 7 per cent, respectively, in the
periods 1930-38 and 193945. Similarly, in the case of transport,
investment in rolling stock comprised 8 per cent of total investment for the economy as a whole in the period 1925-29, and
9 per cent in the years 1946-53, while in the intermediate periods
the proportion fell to 4 per cent.
As might be expected, these tendencies had an important
effect on the composition of the stock of capital. The modifications in the stock of capital which took place in the period
1925-53 represent not only a change in economic structure but
also basic qualitative differences.
The proportion of productive machinery and equipment in the
total stock of capital in 1925 was only 13.2 per cent. After rising
to 16.4 per cent in 1929, the incidence of the curtailment of the
capacity to import resulted in a decline to 15.9 per cent in 1938
and 14.3 per cent in 1945. In the post-war period the proportion
rose rapidly, so that in 1953 the share of productive machinery
and equipment represented 19.5 per cent of the total stock of
capital.
The role of industrial development may be clearly appreciated
in a comparison of the share of capital in productive machinery
and equipment represented by industry with that in the economy
as a whole. This share rose from 5.6 per cent in 1925 to 8.7 per
cent in 1953.
This expanding importance of investment in machinery and
equipment, with respect to that in construction and improvements, has been an important element in obtaining an improved
utilization and productivity of investment and capital resources.
Changes in the composition of production, labour force, and
capital by economic activity have signified a broad improvement
in the efficiency and utilization of productive resources. The expanding productivity of labour is reflected in the increase in the
gross prodnct per worker and that of capital in persistent improvement in the product-capital ratio. In addition, the level of
capital per worker is one of the basic determining factors in the
level of the gross prodnct per worker.
While the principal element in the long-term increase in the
productivity of the Colombian economy has been the relative
ALEXANDER G A N Z
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transfer of resources of man-power and capital to activities representing a more advanced technology and higher level of productivity, this has not been all. To this must be added the improvement - in some cases substantial - in labour and capital
productivity within each economic activity sector. These improvements, in the case of capital productivity, derive from
economies of scale arising with the expansion of the market,
fuller degree of utilization, and a greater efficiency of new
capital.
9. Investment priority: case of the Cauca Valley Azlthority of
Colombia
In 1955 and 1956 David Lillienthal, former Director of the
Tennessee Valley Authority in the United States and the International Bank, participated in the creation of the Cauca Valley
Authority, a regional development body set up by several of the
departments (provinces) of Colombia for the purpose of organizing a gigantic hydro-electric and irrigation development.
In supporting the work of the Authority, Lillienthal had in mind
the role of the Tennessee Valley Authority in spurring the economic development of the south-east region of the United
States. Upon close examination, however, it soon became apparent that the cases of the Cauca Valley and the Tennessee
Valley were quite different, that the Cauca Valley project would
have represented a serious diversion of public investment resources from higher investment priority projects and, subsequently, the Cauca Valley Authority closed shop.
Large public investment in the Tennessee Valley, especially in
the 1930s, had served as an important investment outlet in a
country suffering in the throes of a severe business cycle characterized by a contraction in private investment, which adversely
affected total demand and employment. The TVA project was
one of a large number of public-works projects undertaken with
the primary purpose of stimulating the economy, by offsetting
the fall in private investment and providing employment. The
TVA project was also undertaken in one of the most economically backward and under-developed regions of the United
States. Subsequently, this large investment in basic social capital,
with its sizeable energy and water resources, made possible
the expansion of war production through the establishment
of a broad range of manufacturing enterprises and, thereby,
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TABLE XXII

Colombia: Groivth and Cornposition of the Production of Goods
and Services, 1925-53
Composition of Gross
Product by Economic
Activity

.

.

.

.
.
.
.

Total .
.
Agriculture .
,
.
Mining
.
,
.
Manufacturing .
Artisan industry .
Construction
.
Transport
.
Energy, communications,
and public services .
Government
,
,
Commerce, ~ a n c e and
,
services
.
Rental income

.

.

.
.

Annual Rate of
Growth

1925

1945

1953

1925-53

1945-53

100.0
58.8
1.5
7.6
2.9
2.6
2.3

100.0
47.0
3.7
13.4
3.1
6.1
4.2

100.0
36.9
3.7
17.2
3.8
4.8
7.4

4.6
2.9
8.1
7.7
5.6
7.0
9.1

5.9
2.7
5.7
9.2
8.4
2.7
13.7

0.4
5.7

0.7
5.5

1.2
6.9

8.7
5.4

12.7
8.9

8.7
9.5

10.2
6.1

12.9
5.2

6.1
2.3

9.0
3.8

Sorrrce: Economic Development of Colombia, United Nations, op. cit.
TABLE XXIII

Colombia: Population Growth and Distribution,
by Economic Activity
Percentage Distribution

.

Total population
.
Active population
.
Inactive population
Urban population
Rural population
Active population.
Agriculture
.
.
Mining .
,
.
(a) Mining proper
(b) Artisan mining
Manufacturing
Artisan industry
Construction
Transport, communications, and energy.
Commerce and finances
Government
.
Services .

.
.
.
.

.
.

.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

Annual Rate Of
Growth

1925

1945

1953

1925-53

1945-53

100.0
37.2
62.8
23.2
76.8
100.0
68.5
1.6
0.4
1.2
3.4
7.9
1.8

100.0
35.9
64.1
34.0
66.0
100.0
59.9
2.1
0.5
1.6
5.2
7.3
2.7

100.0
34.0
66.0
42.7
57.3
100.0
53.8
2.0
0.5
1.5
6.4
8.5
3.6

2.1
1.6
2.3
4.4
1.1
1.6
1.4
2.5
0.3
2.5
4.1
2.1
4.3

2.2
1.5
2.6
5.2
0.4
1.5
1.7
0.6

2.5
5.8
2.4

3.2
6.4
3.7
12.4

Source: See Table XXU.

-

0.6
4.2
3.5
5.1
4.9
2.8
7.2
1.8
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significantly changed the economic structure of the region, as
well as the productivity and efficiency of utilization of manpower resources.
Cauca Valley, on the other hand, is one of the most advanced
and most rapidly developing regions of Colombia, combining a
TABLE XXIV

Colombia: Stock of Capital and Investment Rate
by Econoinic Activity
Stock of Capital
(Millions of pesos at 1950
prices)

1
.

Total
~griculturk
Mining .
Industry .
Transport
Energy .
Housing
Services

.
.

.
,

.

.
.
.
.

1

1925
10,553
4,287
206
845
620
1,823
2,762

Investment Rate

1945

1953

1925-29

1945-53

16,776
7,008
360
1,445
1,748
208
2,624
3,383

22,262
7,924
483
3,183
2,723
424
3,521
4,004

26.1
13.4
24.3
48.1
321.2
609.1
18.0
7.6

19.9
12.3
10.0
23.8
61.5
199.4
45.1
10.5

So~trce:See Table XXII.
' Not available.
TABLE XXV

Colombia: Participation of Public Investme~~t
in Total
Investment, by Economic Activity
(Percenta~es)

Total.
.
Agriculture
Indust~y
Transport
Energy
Others
.

.
.
.

1

.

.
.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.

29.4
0.3
74.9

-

32.6

27.1
3.1
77.9
0.6
44.9

36.4
25.5
4.6
82.2
9.0
33.4

21.9
13.5
7.1
50.9
52.7
21.7

Sor~rce:See Table XXXI

booming manufacturing and distribution centre (Cali), a rich
coffee- and tropical-fruit-growing region, and a potentially rich
coal-mining area. Expansion of energy facilities, the development of coal-mining, the improvement of transportation facilities (both road, rail, and air), had already been programmed by
the national government planning council, in projects which
equated needs and priorities for the country as a whole with
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TABLE X X V l

Colombia: Composition of Gross Fixed Investmerzt, by Type of
Investment and Activity
(Annual averages; millions of pesos at 1950 prices)

/

1925-29

/

1930-38

1

193944

/

1945-53

TABLE XXVII

Colombia: Stoclc of Capital, by Type of Capital and by Activity,
1925-53
(Millions of pesos at 1950 prices)

Stock ofcaoital .
.
.
Cattle ' .
.
.
Machinery and equipment
Agriculture
.
.
,
Mining .
,
.
Manufacturin~.
.
Transport
.
Communications and
Services
~onstruciions and improve.
,
ments .
Agri~uiture
.
,
Min~ng ,
.
,
Manufacturing
.
Transport
,
.
Communications and energy
Urban housing .
Services .
.
,
.

.
.

1

.
.
.
.
.

I

.
.

.

.

I

I

I

Sor<rce: See Table XXII.

S

I

1
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available resources for investment, and in the light of growth in
consumer demand, export demand, and total investment requirements. On the basis of these criteria, it was clear that the
Cauca Valley Project would have introduced a great imbalance
in the absorption of investment resources, with respect to overall
needs for energy, and with respect to a volume of agricultural
production out of proportion with foreseeable demand. With
respect to public investment resources of the national government, it became a question of either rejecting the request of the
Cauca Valley Authority for important resources or shelving the
projected expansion of basic iron and steel production facilities
of the Paz del Rio Iron and Steel Company, an autonomous,
TABLE XXVIII

Colombia: Gross Product and Fixed Reproducible Capital per
Worker and the Product-Capital Ratio, by Economic Activity,
1925,1945, and I953
G ~ O SProduct
J
pcr Worker
(PSIDE a t

1950 prices)
1925
1945
1953

.

Agriculture

Total

TranwoR,
Communications.
and
Scrvim

Artisan
Iodustry

Industry

Mining

0 t h ~
Services

-------

.
.

750
874
800
.. . 1,347
I055
2,390
1.882
3.575
1:293
Stock ofcopifGI per worker (pesos r t 1950 prim):
1925 .
4 213
497
5 IS0
,945
. :/
j 23:206
4:675 /
1953 .
. 5,406
3,577
6.038
Prodllct~apitnlratio:
1925 .
.. 0.21
0.30
0.16
1945 .
0.33
0.51
1953 .
. 0.29
0.35
0.36
0.59

1

/

' Transport only.

1

1

1

1,930
3.489
5,057

325
581
842

2:678
5,061

2.986
3,190
5.201

/ fl 1

21:i33
23.841

1

7~43
6.974

1

0.08
0.12
0.21

/

0.13:
0.23
030'

0.27
3

fj

/

'

1.&8
2.141

Source: Ssc Table XXII.

Includes communication^ and public services, wmmerw, finances, housing, and other scrviaa.

government-financed, steel-producing enterprise. On the basis of
criteria of optimum use of investment and capital resources,
based on overall analysis of the structure of investment and
fixed reproducible capital, in part, the national government
denied the Cauca Valley Authority request for investment resources.
111. P R O B L E M S OF DATA, CONCEPT, A N D METHOD I N THE
E S T I M A T I O N OF THE STOCK O F FIXED R E P R O D U C I B L E
CAPITAL I N L A T I N AMERICA

In the preceding section of this paper attention was given to
the insight on the processes and problems of economic growth
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in Latin America obtained through the analysis of newly developed information on fixed reproducible capital in Latin
America. The basic characteristic of 'under-developedness' as
signifying inefficient use of investment and capital resources, as
well as man-power resources was indicated. The long-term
trend of increase in the productivity of capital, deriving principally from the change in economic structure, the heart of the
process of economic development and industrialization, was
demonstrated.
The role of increased utilization of basic social capital as well
as industrial production capacity, and economies of scale deriving from growth and expansion of markets was also noted.
The effect of external terms of trade and export demand on imports of capital goods and, consequently, the level and composition of investment and capital was shown, and reference was
made to the changing role of foreign investment.
The effect of the rate of growth on the relative importance of
depreciation in the investment effort was seen. The incidence of
internal relative prices on the saving and investment capacity of
the individual economic sectors was mentioned. Problems of inefficient utilization of land resources were presented. The growing importance of adequate and appropriate use of public investment and capital resources was treated. A hypothesis explairiing the differences in the level of the product-capital ratio
in a number of Latin American countries was discussed. The
present critical shortage of basic social capital in transport and
energy, the lag in export growth behind import requirements,
and the potential contribution of a Latin American multilateral payments system to the capacity to import, the ability to
absorb foreign capital, and the problem of economy of scale and
degree of utilization of productive capacity were stated.
The purpose of the present section of this paper is to present
and discuss problems of data, concept, and method in the estimation of the stock of fixed reproducible capital in Latin
America, based on the work experience of the Economic Commission for Latin America in this field.
ALEXANDER GANZ

1. Problems of data concept and method
The research work experience of the Economic Commission
for Latin America in the analysis of economic growth, capital
formation, and wealth has favoured the basic concept and
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methods of Raymond Goldsmith's perpetual-inventory system,
and has also followed, in general, the concepts and estimating
criteria recommended by Edward Denison. Our work in the
estimation of capital is based on the accumulation of depreciated
investment, in constant prices, with the use of Census benchmark data most often as a point of reference and not as an estimating bench-mark. The preference for these concepts and
methods is related to the problems of data as well as the
analytical purpose in mind, including the following factors:
(1) the relative abundance of reliable data availabilities for
estimating investment in constant prices, by type of good
and by economic sector;
(2) the scarcity, incompleteness, and unreliability of census
data, as well as its susceptibility to broad variation in reporting original cost and replacement cost, on account of
the general inflation of prices;
(3) the primary interest in analysing investment and capital
data for implications with respect to the efficiency, degree
of utilization, and productivity in the channelling of investment resources;
(4) the convenience of carrying out basic research in investment and capital as an integral part of national income
work.
The following comments may be made with respect to these
factors which have favoured our preference for the concepts and
methods of Raymond Goldsmith's perpetual-inventory method
and Edward Denison's recommendation for a system based integrally on the accumulation of depreciated investments which
are derived from national income estimation.
(a) Relative nbundance of reliable data availabilities for estimating investment in constantprices, by type of good, and by
economic sector
Data availabilities for the estimation of investment and capital
are such that these statistics could be among the best and most
reliable statistics in the region? Investment in Latin America,
Economic Survey of Latin Anlerica 1951-52, pp. 30-5,38-9,48, 53,64,69, 76,
United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America, Santiago, Chile, 1953;
The Role ofEconomic Sfolisficsin !he Formrrlarion of Economic Developmen! Programs, paper presented at the 111 Inter-American Statistical Conference, Quit
andinha, Petropolis, Brazil, June 1955.
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even in such rapidly industrializing countries as Argentine and
Brazil, is based in large part on imports of capital goods. Trade
statistics, including quantum estimates, classified by industry of
origin, as well as by final destination for consumption, investment, or intermediate product use, as well developed and available for long time spans. Production statistics, especially capital
goods production comprising a relatively new activity, are
readily available. Quantum residential construction data are also
generally available, as is the case with non-residential building.
In most countries data on government income and expenditures
permits the division of expenditure accounts into components of
current-account expenditures for goods and services, transfer
payments and financial services, and investment expenditures.'
In addition, quantum data on specific types of public investment is frequently available. It has also been possible to estimate
agricultural improvement^.^
In addition, in some countries, especially those in which the
greatest advances in the field of income and wealth have been
made, the estimation of investment and capital is carried on
integrally as part of the national-income estimation work.
We have already published detailed estimates of gross investment and fixed reproducible capital, by type of good and by
economic sector, in constant prices, for Colombia for the period
1925-53.3 The series on capital is integrally based on the series
on gross investment, with census and census-type estimates used
as points of reference, and in some cases as bench-marks housing, electric power stations, railroads, shipping. Similar,
more detailed and more comprehensive, estimates for Argentina
have been prepared for the period 1900-55. Long-term series on
gross investment have been prepared for all important countries
of the region, with most series extending from 1925.
ALEXANDER GANZ

'See Economic Survey for Lotin America, 1955, Part 11, United Nations
Economic Commission for Latin America, Santiago, Chile, 1956.
' See Analisis y Proyccciones del Desarrollo Econdmico; III, EL DcsarroLlo
Econdmico de Colombia. no. 222-227. 376-381. United Nations Economic Commission for Latin ~meii&,Santiago; Chile, 1956.
Seleclivc Expowio,, o f A g r i c l l r r ~I'rodt~erio,!
1
i,, Lorin Anrcricn ondirc Relolio,zs/!ip lo Econo~tricDevclopt,~e,~r,
United Nations Economic Commission for Latin
America. Snnliaco. Chile. 1955.
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~ ~ v ~ l o p n r of
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1
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(b) The scarcity, incompleteizess, and unreliability of census
data, as well as its susceptibility to broad variation in reporting original cost andreplacemetzt cost, on account of the
general ilzflation ofprices
While census methods have improved considerably in Latin
America, especially in the last decade, census data are still relatively scarce, covers only a part of the universe of economic
sectors, and generally omits an unportant part of the universe of
manufacturing activity - namely, handicraft, artisan, and smallscale industry, in establishments of less than five workers. Even
where censuses report on the stock of equipment, in quantity
terms, or by value assets, there is generally little or no information on average age, or condition and degree of maintenance.
Exceptions to this, of course, apply mainly to important capital
goods, such as improved agricultural land, tractors, textile
spindles, petroleum-refining capacity, basic iron and steel
capacity, motors and generators, passenger cars, trucks, locomotives and railroad rolling stock, ships, aeroplanes, housing,
and buildings; but this is not equivalent to a measure of the universe, in contrast to data on production and imports of capital
goods, and construction and improvements - main elements in
the flow of goods estimation of gross investment. Census data on
the value of assets and buildings also generally does not separate
the value of land from the value of construction. Most important of all, however, is the effect of the general price inflation in
Latin American countries in the last twenty years on the reliability of census data on the value of capital assets. Whether
census questionnaires call for the reporting of original cost or
replacement cost, it is very difficult to evaluate the significance
of the resulting data without knowing the age of equipment, in
economies in which prices have increased ten-fold or more in the
last twenty years, where obsolescence covers a longer time span,
major rebuilding and repairing of equipment is the general
practice, and where the sharp susceptibility of the composition
and level of investment to fluctuations in import capacity make
for a discontinuous investment process.
Nevertheless, when census or census-type data are available or
can be developed, they are clearly useful and of vital importance
as an independent check on the validity of estimates of capital
stock, and as a point of reference and element in the estimation
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process. In the last analysis it is incumbent on the estimator to
reconcile and explain the difference between an estimate of fixed
reproducible capital, based on the accumulation of depreciated
investment, with a census figure; otherwise there is no assurance
that the estimate reflects reality.
ALEXANDER GANZ

(c) The primary interest in analysing investment and capital
datafor implications with respect to the eficiency, degree of
utilization, andproductivity in the channelling of investment
resources
As was indicated in the preceding section of this paper, a basic
characteristic of 'under-developedness' signifies an inefficient use
of investment and capital resources, and that the process of development itself involves an improvement in the efficiency,
utilization, and productivity of investment and capital resources.
It was noted that the level of efficiency and rate of improvement
in the use of these resources was subject to the effects of export
earnings and the terms of trade on capital-goods imports, the
changing role of foreign investment, increased degree of utilization and economies of scale deriving from market growth, the
impact of the rate of growth on the relative burden of depreciation, the incidence of internal relative prices on the saving and
investment capacity of economic sectors, the efficiency in utilization of land resources, the role of public investment. Two basic
factors limiting the rate of growth of Latin American countries
at the present moment were discussed: the critical shortage of
basic social capital in energy and transport and the lag in export
growth behind import requirements.
It may be readily seen, therefore, that one of the primary interests in analysing investment and capital data lies in its usefulness in evaluating quantitatively the efficiency, utilization, and
productivity of investment and capital resources, and the contributing factors involved. This is important not only in the
analysis of long-term growth, as well as short-term problems of
stagnation, deflation, disequilibrium, and distortion, but is also
a principle basis for projecting short-term and long-term economic policy - especially investment policy.
For this purpose, the main interest is the analysis, in constant
prices, of alternative resource input and the resultant, or expectant, alternative resource output. For this purpose, a useful
operational concept of fixed reproducible capital is the one based
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on accumulation of depreciated investment, without adjustment
for quality change. Improved quality and efficiency of capital
goods, and the consequent contribution to productivity, is precisely one of the important elements to be revealed.
(d) The convenience of carrying out basic research in investment
and capital as an integralpart of national income work
The analysis of the process, problems, and perspectives of
economic growth is best carried out on the basis of homogeneous, internally consistent, basic macro-economic statistics,
including the gross product, by industry of origin and destination, and by consumption and investment composition, together
with estimates of fixed reproducible capital based on the accumulation of depreciated investment data. This tends to ensure the
validity and reliability of analysis of the growth in output as well
as the growth in capital. The process of estimation itself thereby
provides a useful check on the validity and reliability of the
series.
2. Problem of international comparison of investment and capital
Latin America contains some 180 million people divided into
twenty countries. The problem of inadequate size of market for
economies of scale, despite the impressive rate of growth in the
last quarter-century, is already pressing and limiting the economic growth of many countries of the region. The problems
and possibilities of the development of a regional market are the
subject of active study. These considerations highlight the urgent need for an adequately comparable body of statistics on the
gross product, investment, and capital, since any consideration
of the growth and structure of a regional market, its investment
requirements, and trade potential must be made on the basis of a
common denominator of the purchasing power of national
currencies in a base year. In addition, the relative importance of
comparative investment efforts is insufficiently known.
Available metliods of comparing levels of gross product and
investment, as well as the rate of investment, have serious shortcomings, however. The general use of exchange controls with
multiple exchange rates, together with the broad inflation in
prices, and their effect on relative costs and relative prices,
makes the use of exchange rates, as a comparison factor, very
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inadequate, even when exchange rates are adjusted on the basis
of parity criteria.l
Two examples touching two important aspects of the problem
may be shown to illustrate the nature of the matter. Official
statistics indicate a very high investment rate in Argentinain the
last twenty years, and a very low investment rate for Chile.
When, however, adjustments are made to express the Argentine
investment rate in terms of 1946 prices, for example, in place of
1950 prices as shown in the accompanying table, the Argentine
ALEXANDER GANZ

Argentina: Gross Domestic Investment as a Percentage of
Gross Domestic Product, 193545
Calculated in prices of:
Year
1946

- -

Source: Produeto e Ing~esode la Repliblica Argentina, en el periodo 1935-54,
Repdblica Argentina, Poder Ejecutivo Nacional, Buenos Aires, 1955,
pp. 125, 133, 136, 137, and 157.

investment rate is lower by one-fifth. This reflects the fact that
the price of investment goods rose much more rapidly than the
general level of prices in the early post-war years, a result of the
great scarcity of capital goods and the existence of an active internal market for capital goods. Since 1950, with some advance
towards the normalization of supply in relation to demand, the
disparity in prices has been reduced.
See Economic Survey of Latin America, 1951-52, op. cit., p. 33.
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In the case of Chile the investment rate, as reported in official
statistics, seriously understates the real investment of the
country, and makes difEcult the understanding of how the
country could have experienced a 55 per cent increase in the real
gross product in the twelve-year period 1940-52. This understatement of investment derives, in part, from the valuation of
imported capital goods at a subsidized exchange rate, which, in
1950, in effect valued imported capital goods at approximately
one-third of their purchasing-power parity value. If an indicated
adjustment is made to value of imported capital goods, as is
shown in the accompanying table, the resultant investment rate
is substantially higher in the post-war years (during the war,
Chile had been cut off from normal sources of supply of imported capital goods, and for this period, and consequently,
both methods of estimation yield similar results for the war
years).
Chile: Gross Domestic Investment as a Percentage of Gross
Domestic Product, 1940-52
(Prices of 1950)

/
1940-42.
1943-45 .
194648 .
1949-52

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

11

1

Based on Offic~nl As adjuste: by
statistics1 '
ECLA

I

1

(Annual averages)
9.8
1;:

9.9
9.3
12.5
13.2

' CuerrfasNacio?rales de Clrile, 1940-54, Corporaci6n de Fomento de Chile,

1956, pp. 15 and 17.

fEconomic Survey of Lotin America, 1954, United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America, Santiago, Chile, 1955, pp. 24 and 26.

To these examples of problems of comparison arising from
price inflation and exchange controls may be added the indicated
serious underestimation of the level ofper capita gross product,
investment, and capital in Latin American countries. The conversion of Latin American gross product, investment, and fixed
reproducible capital series from national currencies, expressed in
prices of 1950, to U.S. dollars, expressed in prices of 1950 has
been made on the basis of purchasing-power parity rates of exchange, based on pre-war, pre-exchange-control-era exchange
rates. It is recognized that this method probably understates the
level ofper capita gross product, investment, and capital by one-
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fourth to one-third. As is demonstrated in the study of Gilbert
and Kravis,' the use of United States prices for the valuation of
consumption and investment for lesser-developed countries, in
which food consumption has a greater relative importance, and
in which relative prices for food are low, has the effect of raising
the level of theper capita gross product by as much as one-third,
in comparison with estimates derived by the use of exchange
rates. In the case of Latin American countries, with one-third to
one-half of total consumption expenditures devoted to food, in
comparison with less than one-fourth for the United States, and
with low relative prices for food, it is estimated that the use of
parity exchange rates to express national currencies in dollars
has the effect of substantially understating Latin American per
capita product in comparison with that for the United States.
The effects of price inflation, exchange controls, and of a pattern of internal relative prices different from more developed
countries on international comparative analyses indicate the
urgent need to renew efforts to develop an adequate measure of
the purchasing power of national currencies, by main types of
production and products. National product, investment, and
capital should he estimated on the basis of a standardized
method of accounts, expressing the parameters in terms of
national currency, as well as the currency of a base country of
comparison. Care must be taken in the selection of a base year
to minimize distortions arising from the selection of 'problem'
years. It is obvious that no serious evaluation of requirements
and demand for capital in the region as a whole, or for groups
of countries in the region, can be made until these problems
are adequately solved.
ALEXANDER GANZ

3. Importance of adequately measuring land improvements
Fixed reproducible capital in agriculture, especially in land
improvements, continues to represent an important share of all
fixed reproducible investment in Latin America. In addition,
serious problems of inefficient use of land resources have arisen
in a number of Latin American countries in recent years. Examples of inefficient land use have derived from faulty application of land-reform programmes, internal price policy, labour
shortages insufficientlyoffset by farm mechanization, and misAn Intenzational Cornpison of Nafiorral Products a d the Purchasing Polver
of Currencies. Milton Gilbert and Irving B. Kravis, Paris, OEEC, 1954.
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guided trade and domestic industry protection policy. The
serious consequences have included the critical decline in export
earnings and shortages of food for the domestic population.
These examples highlight the need and importance of adequately measuring land improvements, for which annual depreciated investment data are not generally available. The
method used in ECLA studies is based on Census-type estimates
of the fixed reproducible capital in land in a base year, as well as
in one or more historical years.' In effect, the depreciated baseyear cost of land clearing and preparation, by type of use, the
construction of irrigation and drainage works, fencing, rural
housing, farm buildings and other installations, buildings and
equipment for the primary preparation of agricultural products,
perennial crops, permanent plantations, and cultivated forests is
estimated, always excluding the original value of the land. As in
the case of machinery and equipment, no attempt is made to adjust for the 'quality' of the land - differences in quality, thereby,
are reflected, along with other factors, in the product per unit of
capital in land improvements. This is not to say there is no interest in a quantification of difference~in quality. On the contrary, the studies referred to reveal that great pains have been
taken to measure and describe the character of land resources.
Since the main interest centres, however, in analysing changes in
the efficiency, utilization, and productivity of land resources, as
well the factors contributing to these changes, it is not desirable
to adjust the depreciated, replacement value of land improvements for quality, even if this were operationally possible.

4. Treatment of obsolescence and estimated useful life ofJixed reproducible capital
The effect of the world economic crisis of the 1930s and
World War I1was to severely reduce the flow of imported capital
goods to many Latin American countries. This factor combined
with the still small domestic production of productive machinery
and equipment, and the substantial economic growth experienced by Latin American countries in the last quarter century,
has resulted in a chronic shortage of productive machinery and
equipment. In these circumstances the practice has been to continue to use productive machinery and equipment long beyond
the usual useful We, through substantial repairing and rebuildSee especially El Desarrollo Econdn~icode Colombia, op. cit., pp. 376-384.
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ing, and to continue to use old, inefficient equipment, made obsolescent by age and wear, as well as the development of improved and more efficient techniques. In addition to the incidence on productivity involved in continuing to use antiquated
machinery and equipment, there arises the problem of measurement of useful life, as well as the treatment of substantial repairs
and maintenance. While attempts have been made to adequately
adjust for these phenomena,l this remains one of the important
problems of concept and method.
ALEXANDER GANZ

5. Problem and importance of estimating inventories
While it has been possible to develop reliable series on gross
fixed investment and fixed reproducible capital, this is not the
case with inventories and inventory changes. There are virtually
no comprehensive, reliable series on inventories and inventory
changes. At most, published series are partial and cover main
agricultural grains and inventories of corporations.
This is a serious shortcoming, since partial data tend to indicate that the rate of inventory turnover is substantially lower
in underdeveloped countries than in developed countrie~.~
This need to maintain relatively larger stocks of inventories
arises from the relative importance of imports in total goods
availabilities,the effect of transportation time and distance, lessintegrated supplier-user relationships, lesser-developed internal
transport and distribution systems, and uncertainty with respect
to foreign-exchange availabilities. Partial data suggest that the
value of inventories may represent as much as one-fourth to onethird the value of fixed capital in underdeveloped countries in
comparison to 10 per cent for the United States. This heavier inventory load represents an important capital cost whose magnitude may be said to seriously affect the rate of economic growth.
For this reason, this remains an important area for future
serious research and measurement.
I V . P R E S E N T STATUS OF W O R K I N THE FIELD OF
NATIONAL-WEALTH E S T I M A T I O N A N D ANALYSIS I N
LATIN AMERICA

Following is a brief summary of the present status of research
and analysis work in the field of national-wealth estimation in

' See Fixed Reprod~zcibleCapital in Argentina, 1935-55, Manuel Balboa and
Albeno Fracchia, United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America,
Santiaso, Chile, August 1957, pp. 7-9.
a See ElDesorrollo Eeondmieo de Colombia, op. cif.,pp. 121-123.
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Latin America, together with an abbreviated roster of Latin
American economists working in this field.
1. ECLA's work on Latin America as a whole
In 1952 and 1953 basic data and analyses were prepared for
seven countries (in varying stages of quality and detail) in order
to have a preliminary estimate for the region as a whole. The
seven countries - Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Cuba,
Mexico, and Venezuela - account for approximately 90 per cent
of the gross product and wealth of the region as a whole. Byproducts of this work have appeared in the following ECLA
publications:
Economic Survey of Latin America, 1951-52, 1953, 1954,
1955, 1956, op. cit.
Analysis and Projections of Economic Development: I. An
Introduction to the Technique of Programming, op. cit.
Selective Expansion of Agricultural Production in Latin
America and Its Relationship to Economic Development,
op. cit.
In 1954 and 1955 work on wealth estimates for Brazil and
Colombia was substantially intensified, with significant improvement in detail and quality in connection with two major studies
completed. It may be noted that, in connection with the study on
Colombia, the wealth concept was refined to include careful estimates of land improvements, at depreciated replacement cost.
Economic Develop117etrtof Brazil, op. cir.
Ecottoniic Developr~~errt
of Colombia, op. cit.
In 1956 and 1957 intensive work was carried on in the preparation of estimates of wealth for Argentina, Bolivia, Mexico, and
Peru, in connection with major studies undertaken by separate
teams in these countries.
Economic Development of Argentina, op. cit.
Economic Development of Bolivia, op. cit.
External Disequilibrium and the Economic Development of
Latin America: The Case of Mexico, op. cit.
Economic Development of Peru (in preparation), United
Nations Economic Commission for Latin America,
Santiago, Chile.
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In the remainder of 1957 and 1958 attention will be given to
the refinement and extension of wealth estimates for the region
as a whole, in connection with the study of the growth perspective of the region, trade perspectives, and capital requirements.
ECLA economists who have been working in this field include, in addition to the author: Manuel Balboa, Celso Furtado,
Juan Noyola, Raul Prebisch, Hugo Trivelli, Victor Urquidi,
Pedro Vuskovic, and Pierre Van der Meiren.
ALEXANDER GANZ

2. Work in Argentina
Alberto Fracchia, co-author, with Manuel Balboa, of Fixed
Reproducible Capital in Argentina, 1935-55,ol~ cit.
Cesar Belaunde has prepared long-term estimates of capital
formation, which are referred to in the Economic Survey of Latin
America, 1951-52, op. cit.
3. Work in Brazil
Americo Barbosa, formerly with the Banco do Desenvolvimento Economico, prepared estimates used in The Economic
Development of Brazil, op. cit.

4. Work in Chile
Ewald Hasche, of the Corporaci6n de Fomento de la Produccibn, is author of the study referred to in Economic Survey of
Latin America, op. cit. At the present time, new series are being
prepared for the Chilean economy.
5. Worlc in Colonzbia
The ECLA group and its work benefited greatly from an
earlier work prepared by Jacques Torfs and Alberto Zuluaga of
the government economic programming council.

6. Work in Cuba
Regino Boti, Dean of the Economics School of the Universidad del Oriente, has made estimates of the wealth of Cuba.
7. Worlc in Venezuela
Bernardo Ferran has made some partial estimates of wealth of
Venezuela.

